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Get our free
Tsiyon Road app!

Every Sabbath

~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

Federal, state and local government agencies are now pushing policies that have been
defined by medical professionals as "child abuse."
Be informed and protect your family!

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

“Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of YHWH is risen on you.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples;
but YHWH will arise on you, and his glory shall be seen on you." Isaiah 60:1, 2

Tsiyon Partner Action Points:
Time Left to Prepare for
the Remnant Exodus:

78 77 Months
Take action today!

Read Genesis 30:25-32:2
Study Breaking Away
Listen to Jeconiah Curse and Yeshua's Lineage
Attend the Sabbath meeting.
Learning Hebrew
Download Remnant Exodus Cards to hand out & invite others.

Need access to the programs for Eliyahu's weekly Action Points? No problem. Sign up as a Jubilee Partner using the "Jubilee Partner" button at the
bottom of the page, once logged into Tsiyon.net
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.

From Eliyahu
/

Greetings Friends,
I met him when I was a contractor at Data General, back in the 80s. He was one of the
employees there. What I remember the best about him is how he could jump and spike
the basketball through the hoop. The movie says "white guys can't jump" - but Spike
sure could. He was a tall blond guy, tan, muscular and athletic, and seemed to have
springs in his legs. That spike-shot of his was killer. When the guys got together in the
parking lot on break for a friendly game of hoops all the guys wanted to be on his team.
Its hard to explain how a guy like that, a guy admired by other guys for his guyness,
could do what Spike did. I'll never forget the night I walked into the lunchroom and
saw Spike sitting there wearing a dress and high-heels. He had his face made up like a
woman and he was wearing a wig. Of course, he didn't look like a woman. He looked
like what he was - a guy dressed up like a woman. I laughed out loud, thinking it must
be some kind of a gag. It was such an incongruous sight, I couldn't imagine that he was
seriously trying to be a woman. Turns out, that was exactly what was happening.
The basketball games were over. Now Spike was into becoming a woman.
Nobody knew that he had been having some emotional problems and had been seeing a
shrink. However, as some of his more outgoing workmates pressed him for answers his
story began to unfold. It seems he had been unhappy for reasons unknown to him. Feeling depressed, really. This is what led him to get therapy. In
course of time, over weeks and months, the therapist probed into Spike's psyche and self-image. How a man goes from therapy to deciding he is a
woman in a man's body, I'm not sure. I just know Spike was looking to that therapist as some sort of a life-line to emotional relief, so pretty much went
along with whatever he said. His shrink set him up with some specialist who put him on hormones and started him in "transition." Once through that,
he would undergo "sex-change" surgery where his body would be forever mutilated to impersonate a woman.
I say "impersonate" because literal sex-change is not possible. Every person is born male or female and that is written into every cell of the human
body. Hormones can make a man appear more feminine, and surgery can mutilate him and move what's left of his native equipment from the outside to
the inside of his body. However, it is all little more than a medical costume party, changing outward appearances, but falling far short of turning a
biological man into a biological woman. According to his genes in every cell of his body, after all of that, a man is still a man, even though he may
have been altered to look more like a woman.
The truth is, Spike's friends didn't need a science lesson to know he was not - and never could be - a woman. They tried to change his mind, but he
wouldn't listen. His trust was in the medical professionals who had mapped all of this out for him. His course was set and he was going to make this
work.
Pretty soon most everyone was avoiding Spike. Yes, he had a woman's name now, but nobody could remember it. I certainly can't. There really wasn't
much problem with what bathroom he chose to use, because whatever bathroom that was, everybody else chose a different one. Spike was on his own.
So, were the other employees bigots? Did they hate Spike? Not at all.
Yes, they were rather grossed out by what was happening with Spike. But they only hated that there was nothing they could do or say that could turn
him back from this horrible nightmare. They cared about the guy, but there was nothing they could do to save him. In their pain at losing their
workmate to the medical parasites they shied away.
Eventually Spike went through with the whole thing, including the surgery.
It didn't help his depression. In fact, it made everything a lot worse.
He became extremely disillusioned with the whole sex-change story he had been fed. He had been led to believe he would become a woman and that
would finally make him happy. Actually, he didn't become a woman, and he didn't feel like a woman. He said he still felt a penis on his body, even
though it wasn't there - sort of like an amputee who still feels his amputated leg. He came to feel like a fool who had been deceived. Some sort of
human lab rat to make the mad scientists rich. In his words, a "freak" and a "monster." His dignity and his sense of self-worth were totally destroyed
by this nightmarish deception.
Last I knew, Spike was feeling profoundly suicidal. Little wonder. We now know that the suicide rate for those who have had the "sex-change" surgery
is 20 times higher than the general population. I only hope he got through all that and found the Lord - the only hope for hurting people - even for
people who have made horrible mistakes.
Back in the 80s when this all happened, "sex-change" was even more rare than it is today. Now, after decades have gone by, the statistics are in, and
the science is available, all showing what a disaster the "sex-change" industry actually is for so many hurting people. Yet, much of the medical
establishment, the media, and even the government, are now pushing this delusion upon us all. Make no mistake - it is harmful to your mental health
and well-being to treat delusion as fact, even if mandated by force of law. To do so is itself mental illness. That we have now come to the point where
our society itself is being forced into mental illness is a sobering measure of the depth of the evil controlling this world, as well as of the lateness of the
hour in which we live.
For these times Scripture admonishes;
The end of all things is near. Therefore be of sound mind, self-controlled, and sober in prayer. 1 Peter 4:7
While the transgender delusion is harmful to adults, it is actually state-sponsored child abuse for our kids. This is a huge threat to believing families.
That's why I'm going to talk about it in tonight's live meeting. This transgender deception is a big push by the system right now, so don't miss this!
Shalom, Eliyahu
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Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.
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Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set Now Available!
We presented this Beasts of Daniel Surfacing Seminar live over 8 days of Succot 2015. It is a major video presentation which explains what is going
on in the world around us right now from the standpoint of the Book of Daniel - and it forecasts where we are going. Viewers have called it
"incredible" and "amazing".
The Beasts of Daniel Surfacing seminar is now available in this professional level production in a huge 8 DVD set. See the entire seminar, with extra
content, optimized and enhanced for viewing using your DVD player, right on your TV! This will allow you to see many of the details you may have
missed when watching the live presentation on your computer or mobile device. Present the seminar to friends and neighbors in your own home using
this 8 DVD set!
Receive your Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set packaged in its own shrink-wrapped 8 DVD case with full color cover as shown. Suggested
Donation for Beasts of Daniel Surfacing 8 DVD Set: $68 US or more, plus shipping and handling. Orders may be sent to address at bottom of this
Newsletter. Get yours today!

Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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